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PR EFAC E

A note on COVID-19
T RI P L E THR EAT: CLI M ATE C HANGE ,
COV I D-19, SYST EMI C RAC IS M

The Water 100 Project is launching
under the combined context of
COVID-19 and Climate Change –two
immediate and ongoing threats that
increase our need to address regional
and community resilience. Likewise,
the historic uprisings against systemic
racism have helped to focus attention
on national inequities facing Black,
Indigenous and People of Color
(BIPOC) communities including the
legacy of environmental racism.
These threats accelerate access
challenges to clean water for both
people and nature. The Water 100
Project is focused on solutions that will
support resilience, equity and economic
recovery in these uncertain times.
N E W OPPO RT U N I T I E S

As we look toward rebuilding the
economy and communities, we have the
opportunity to:
> Ensure that clean water solutions are
equitable and affordable by working
collaboratively and in dialogue with BIPOC
and other underserved communities
across the Puget Sound region.
> Accelerate a “blue” clean-water
economy. Water stewardship and
economic recovery go hand in
hand. Companies can advance both
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through developing, implementing,
and advocating for “blue” recovery
strategies that make us stronger in the
face of change.
> Create a resilient, shock-proof
future by investing in long-term,
adaptable clean water strategies. The
climate crisis is far from the only major
destabilizing force we must become
resilient to in the years and decades to
come. We must also make our water
systems resilient to other possible major
disruptions, including global pandemics,
extreme natural disasters, political
unrest, and severe recessions.
LOOKIN G AHE AD

While we have a long road to
recovery ahead of us, we also have
the opportunity to create a new and
better future that solves for multiple
challenges. For example, many of the
most effective clean-water solutions
embrace green infrastructure. As
families work from home and practice
social-distancing in urban areas, naturebased solutions, green spaces and tree
canopy become critical for a variety of
reasons to community well-being.
When reviewing the Water 100
solutions consider the possibilities for
rebuilding a future that is energized
by a clean water economy, is equitable
for all communities and provides water
resilience for decades to come.
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A CAS E FOR U RG E NT AC T I O N

PUGET SOUND IS THE LARGEST
ESTUARY BY WATER VOLUME
IN THE UNITED STATES and

Puget Sound and its waters are the lifeblood of
the region’s economic, social, environmental and
cultural vitality.
BUT INCREASING PRESSURES FROM
CLIMATE CHANGE and population

growth have exacerbated legacy pollution
issues. The quality and quantity of water
that people and nature depend on is at
enormous risk. The situation is dire and
urgent, the challenge great.

This executive briefing provides essential background on water resilience and the
Puget Sound ecosystem and highlights science-based solutions that are designed
for impact. Consider this an invitation to learn what is being done, and how
corporate leadership can help.
WATER: A MOST P RE SSI N G I SSUE

Our vision is to mobilize the business,
government, and scientific communities,
creating a powerful movement that will
lead to performance-driven solutions.
We’re calling this the Water 100 Project.

In the future, climate and water
issues will collide with population and
economic growth as we need more food,
more freshwater, and more power from
our existing hydroelectric infrastructure.

We are bringing together experts to define
conservation opportunities and challenges
from the field, showcase private sector
innovation, and move together toward a
healthier Puget Sound. We want to ensure
our region remains a top destination
for businesses, and a place where their
employees can thrive.

Even today, we face extraordinary and
urgent challenges. The climate crisis
affects all three of earth’s interrelated
life support systems: air, water, and land.
The five warmest years on record have all
occurred since 2015. In 2016, Washington
experienced its hottest year on record.

THE GOALS OF THE WATER 100
PROJECT ARE TO:

> Build a movement with
businesses, NGOs, scientists,
engineers, and public entities
> Inspire commitment to take
urgent, performance-driven action
> Celebrate successful case stories
of investments in the most
effective solutions
> Collect data from pilot projects
to extrapolate performance on a
watershed scale
> Quantify and rank the top 100
most substantive solutions for a
clean & resilient Puget Sound
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Here in the Puget Sound region, climate
impacts will be most evident in our
waters. We expect warming temperatures
and more extreme heat events, acidifying
marine waters, increased toxic runoff to
freshwater, rising seas, more heavy rain
events, increasing flood risks, decreasing
mountain snowpack, and declining water
availability in summer. We are already
experiencing some of those impacts.
A L ITTLE AB OUT P UG E T SOUN D

The Sound is a unique and treasured
feature—the centerpiece of our region.
Here, endangered orcas and salmon
live alongside one of the fastest growing
metropolitan areas in the country.
The Puget Sound ecosystem is complex
and dynamic.

With almost 2,500 miles of shoreline,
and a maximum depth of 930 feet, Puget
Sound contains 36.5 cubic miles of water
and is the largest estuary in the United
States by water volume. It drains a total
land area of 13,500 square miles and
connects over 10,000 rivers, streams, and
creeks to the Pacific Ocean.
Multi-year climate variability, season
upwelling, and a strong connection to the
open ocean affects regional air temperature and precipitation as well as the
Sound’s salinity and nutrients. At finer
scales, tides (as much as 10.6 feet in Shelton) and river flows affect local conditions.

connects with international waters
to form the Salish Sea. Carved
by glaciers and fed by more than
10,000 rivers and streams, Puget
Sound is defined by the movement
of water. Beginning as snow in
the Cascades and Olympics, fresh
water flows down from these
mountain ranges through streams,
fertile river valleys, rural and urban
areas into Puget Sound, connecting
to a complex network of salt
marshes, wetlands, river deltas,
bluffs, beaches, and bays.
Puget Sound is a vast and beautiful
estuary—a semi-enclosed, glacial
fjord—where salt water from
the Pacific Ocean mixes with
fresh water draining from the
surrounding watersheds. From
the Canadian border south to
Olympia and west to the Pacific
Ocean, about 2,800 square miles
of inland marine waters and
2,500 miles of shoreline comprise
Puget Sound. Nearly 85 percent
of Puget Sound’s annual surface
water runoff comes from 10
major river systems: Nooksack,
Skagit, Snohomish, Stillaguamish,
Cedar/Lake Washington, Green/
Duwamish, Puyallup, Nisqually,
Skokomish, and Elwha.

{ Climate Impacts on Water }
> Acidifying marine waters

> More intense rain events

> Increased toxic runoff to fresh water

> Increasing flood risks

> Rising seas

> Decreasing mountain snowpack

> Declining water availability
in summer

> Warming temperatures & more
extreme heat events

The Puget Sound region is home to
many innovative and growing global
companies, drawn by the region’s
richness and natural beauty. The
central Puget Sound region, including
the Seattle, Tacoma, and Everett
metropolitan regions, is already home to
about 4.2 million people, in 12 counties
and 19 tribal nations. That doesn’t
include fast-growing Whatcom, Skagit,
and Island counties.
People are drawn to the vibrant economy
and landscape of Puget Sound. Growth
estimates range from 1.8 million people
and 1.2 million jobs to upwards of 6
million additional people by 2050.
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W H AT I S T HE SOU N D’S
C U RR EN T STAT U S?

Scientists have studied water quality in
Puget Sound over decades; sophisticated
tracking of marine sediment and quality
metrics from dozens of stations across the
Sound began in 1989 and 1999, respectively.
Puget Sound is unique in the lower 48
United States because of its fjord-like
physiography, inland extent, wide range
of depths, and urbanized watersheds and
shorelines. Limited exchange of seawater
between sub-basins within Puget Sound
can result in long residence times,
potentially increasing the susceptibility
of animal and plant life to contamination
introduced through human activities.
According to the Puget Sound Science
Review, there are multiple water
quality concerns in Puget Sound:
> Levels of toxic contaminants in animals
and plants that live or feed in Puget Sound.

> The eutrophication of marine waters,
producing hypoxic and anoxic regions.
> Wastewater contamination,
principally from combined sewer
overflows or septic systems
> Harmful algal blooms, which introduce
toxins that enter the food web
> Acidification of marine waters, and the
adverse ecological effects that result.
Degradation of water quality in Puget
Sound occurs through three primary
mechanisms. The first is through the
introduction of toxic contaminants,
primarily comprising human-made
synthetic chemicals, but also including
compounds that occur naturally that are
concentrated in the local environment
to toxic levels via human activities.
The second is through human-caused
changes in naturally occurring chemicals,
compounds, or physical parameters (e.g.,
temperature, turbidity, nutrients, pH).
The third is through introduction of
new diseases or pathogens, or through

other activities that cause an unnatural
increase in disease organisms. (Puget
Sound Science Review)
Studies have focused on the sources of
pollution, especially urban stormwater
and agricultural runoff, as well as the
consequences of such pollutants. As of
2015, up to 66,000 pounds of pollutants
were being released into the Puget Sound
ecosystem daily.
In 2018, the Stormwater Quality in Puget
Sound report (Mackenzie & McIntyre,
2018) found pervasive, alarming levels of
toxins in Puget Sound, including heavy
metals, plastics, PCBs, flame retardants,
herbicides and pesticides, oil grease, and
pharmaceuticals.
Additionally, hydrologic flow regimes
in Puget Sound rivers have been altered
through the construction of dams for flood
control or power generation, or by changes
in land cover and climate. Alteration of
historic flow patterns may cause ecological
harm and supply disruptions (Wiley and
Palmer 2008, Poff et al. 1997).
Stark numbers reflect this:
> Many waterways are no longer healthy
enough to sustain life. Lake closures are
far more frequent with nearly 20% of
water bodies that have been assessed
downgraded to "impaired" from 2004.
> Salmon runs are as low as 10 percent of
historic runs.
> Coho salmon runs are less than 10
percent of historical levels due to toxins
like copper, zinc, mercury, PAHs, PCBs,
PBDEs, pesticides, and CECS that are
flushing into freshwater systems. Up
to 90 percent of Coho salmon in urban
systems can die before laying their eggs.
> Only 73 resident orcas remain (a 30year low). These animals are starving
and approaching extinction due to
a combination of factors including
declining numbers of Chinook salmon
and increased pollution.
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> PCBs (persistent organic pollutants)
and metals were detected in the majority
of samples across the representative
watersheds of Snohomish and Puyallup.
> Cod, sole, herring, shellfish, seals, sea
urchins, rockfish, and other humanconsumed seafood are laden with toxins.
> Learning and brain development in
humans can be impaired by the exposure
to the toxins in the water:
> In the last decade, developmental
disabilities increased 17%.
> 900 – 1000 children diagnosed with
autism in Washington every year.
> Birth defects (Hypospadias) affects 1
in 200 boys in WA every year.
> In 2010, 1 in 14 kids were receiving
special education services.
> Also on the rise: Parkinson's,
respiratory failure, cardiac
arrhythmia, neurotoxicity, skeletal
changes, liver, renal, nervous systems,
gastrointestinal, and vascular issues.
> Flooding often leads to water quality
impacts in addition to landslides, habitat
and property impacts. Washington saw
$1.37 billion in flood damage between
1990 and 2012, including $125 million

in levee repairs and $71 million in
repeat insurance claims due to flooding.
Additionally, Interstate-5 closed 4 times
due to rising flood waters.
> Climate modeling predicts an average
of 22 percent reduction in summer
rainfall, increasing both fire and drought
risk in Washington.
Meanwhile, the Puget Sound Partnership,
through its Vital Signs monitoring
programs, has tracked and published water
quality since its first State of the Sound
report in 1986, using scientific data from
throughout the Puget Sound from Ecology
and Department of Fish and Wildlife.
Indicators tracked include Freshwater
Quality, Marine Sediment Quality, Marine
Water Quality, and Toxics in Fish.
According to most of these indicators,
Puget Sound water quality is not
improving. In fact, only a third of the
31 tracked areas are improving despite
significant efforts. In some localized areas,
such as specific bays and watersheds
where water quality no longer threatens
to close shellfish beds, there is some

improvement. But applied to an indicator
species like orcas, Puget Sound water
quality is definitely getting worse.
That deteriorated water quality is
degrading our wild ecosystems, and
threatening extinction of iconic species
including salmon and orca. Ecological
impacts are also intrinsically linked
to human health. Toxic chemicals, for
example, persist throughout the food
web, reducing fishing opportunities and
threatening human health, sometimes
disproportionately for indigenous or
minority communities.
This translates to millions of dollars in
health care costs and lost productivity.
Vulnerable communities including
communities of color, tribes, immigrants,
low income and elderly, already the most
affected by pollution, will bear the brunt
of deteriorating access to local food, air
and water pollution, and damage from
flood events.
W HAT AB O U T CLIMAT E CHAN GE?

The water cycle and carbon cycles are
intrinsically linked. Carbon in our atmo-
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sphere is the trigger for a series of climate
changes including temperature, precipitation, and sea level, all of which will increasingly disrupt human health, the environment, transportation, and our economy.
Along with—and related to—water quality
issues, the Puget Sound region is profoundly at risk from climate change. Rising sea
levels means eroded shorelines and flooded estuaries, including developed areas
and farmlands. It also means threatened
water resources: As precipitation patterns
shift, the trend will be more moisture
falling as rain and less as the snow that
sustains rivers through the summer as the
mountain snowpacks melt. The impact of
this shift is multiple: flooding in winter,
water shortages in summer, and less water
in reservoirs for hydroelectric power.
Climate change also leads to warmer
waters. Sound surface temperatures are
currently warmer by +1o Celsius, relative
to temperatures in the 1970s. That
impacts Chinook salmon stocks, which
has a devastating impact on orcas because
they depend on Chinook salmon for food.
H OW DO THESE CH ANGES —
D EG RAD ED WAT ER QUAL ITY,
C LI MATE CH A N G E, AND OTHE R
E NV I RON MEN TAL I SS UES — IM PAC T
ECO NO MI C WELL-BEING?

By 2030, 1 billion people will join us on the
planet and the world will need 25% more
energy, 35% more food, and 40% more
water compared to 2015.
Businesses will feel the effects of global
and regional climate change and increased water stress in a variety of ways.
According to The Business Case for Water
Stewardship (UN Global Compact's CEO
Water Mandate, 2020), the private sector
will likely experience:

> Reputational risk in the face of increasing social and ecological expectations
> Market instability
> Workforce hardship
> Diminished investment
> The feeling of urgency to invest in
market-ready solutions which also
contribute to climate change
Even when water remains available
to companies in times of severe water
stress, it may come at a high cost. In many
situations, water stress forces utilities
to raise the price of water in order to
motivate conservation. Energy costs
increase as there is less water available
to run hydropower plants and less water
to cool processes in thermoelectric
plants. Likewise, if river basins are so
polluted as to make fresh water supplies
unusable, businesses will face much
higher pretreatment costs for their water
inputs. Companies can also face stringent
fines if their disposal of wastewater is
out of compliance with local regulations.

For businesses, this all means higher
operational costs and less profit.
While many corporations acknowledge
impending water and climate risks, nearly
half do not have a plan to manage those
risks. Without embracing new approaches,
many businesses will see their potential
dependence on water and energy go up,
rather than down. Additionally, infrastructure and ecosystems surrounding customers, employees, and communities are
already showing signs of strain due to aging
infrastructure, emerging health disparities,
and deferred investment in resilience.
As noted by The Business Case for Water
Stewardship (UN Global Compact's CEO
Water Mandate, 2020), businesses that fail
to address their water risks meaningfully will
be left in the dust, perhaps quite literally. As
such, managing risk is probably the primary
reason why more companies are implementing water stewardship in their operations and throughout their value chains.

W H AT I S B E I NG DO NE ?

Over the past two decades, hundreds
of local, state, federal, community, and
tribal partners have worked to restore
Puget Sound. Communities have relied
on state and federal government funding
for many of the most effective and
innovative restoration actions to date.
The proposed projects in the Puget Sound
Partnership Action Agenda and salmon
recovery plans are the foundation for
making progress towards Puget Sound
recovery. Since 2006, 3,178 acres of
estuarine wetland have been reconnected
to tidal influence. Through nearly 200
projects, 8,000 acres of acres of floodplain
have also been restored or improved.
In the 2017-2019 biennium, state
agencies alone budgeted an estimated
$835 million for ongoing programs in
the Puget Sound Partnership Action
Agenda. Yet, despite this investment,
there remains a substantial gap in funds

needed to achieve the work actions
identified in the current Action Agenda.
And traditional approaches, policies and
incentives often leave projects working
at cross purposes.
The Action Agenda identifies preventing
pollution from urban stormwater
runoff as one of three key strategic
initiatives, and Marine Water Quality and
Freshwater Quality as regional priorities.
The development and implementation
of innovations and policies that emerge
from Water 100 will be essential tools for
propelling the region to make progress
towards these goals.
A R E TH E S E STRATEG I E S WO R K I NG?

We don’t have decades to get this right.
Despite 20 years of work on Puget
Sound recovery, we continue to lose
ground against these urgent issues. The
combined efforts of the available NGOs
and public agencies can neither outpace
nor match the deteriorating effects

of current development patterns and
climate change.
Proactive, science-based solutions are
helping. However, the existing toolbox
is insufficient for the challenge at hand.
Traditional, parcel-scale conservation
investments are not making the headway
we need. Infrastructure, regulation,
and technological improvement may
incrementally improve our overall water
resilience, but these efforts will not address
today’s pollution loads, community
resilience, and water availability.
Population growth, economic
development, changing weather patterns,
new energy demand, growing income
inequality, and the needs of endangered
ecosystems are threatening to overwhelm
both the physical infrastructure and
management systems that have previously
provided for our water needs. This is
leaving natural systems in danger of
irreversible loss.

WATER RISK FOR BUSINESSES
Water risk is created in and manifests in many different ways

RISK DUE TO COMPANY
caused by inefficient and
polluting operations,
PHYSICAL
products, and
not enough water,
services
too much water,

RISK DUE TO CONTEXT
caused by changing
environmental and
social conditions

water unfit for use

REPUTATIONAL
perception that
company does
not do business
responsibly

REGULATORY
changing,
ineffective,
& poorly
implemented
governance

> Increased costs, for example as
freshwater becomes scarcer, treatment
needs increase, or infrastructure fails
> Production interruptions as competition
increases for limited shared resources
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The Water 100 Project is an
effort to identify and implement
performance-driven actions that
will reverse the trend of water
degradation and ensure the
future of our waters.
EACH SOLUTION UTILIZES A POSITIVE FRAMING, focusing on the intended

outcome of a clean and resilient Puget Sound, rather than on restrictions
or prohibitions. To keep pace with the urgency of these issues, our team is
working on two running tracks:
TRACK 1: BUILD & RANK THE LIST. In

fall 2019, The Nature Conservancy and
Puget Sound Partnership convened a
group of scientific experts, engineers, and
conservation practitioners. Together,
they generated a list of 100-plus
solutions which will be further refined by
experts from around the country. Work
has now begun to develop a methodology
to model and rank the impact of these
solutions – borrowing expertise from
engineering, performance management,
life cycle assessment and water
footprinting. This initial list will provide
the basis for determining the “Water
100” – the top 100 most substantive
and effective solutions for a clean and
resilient Puget Sound.

TRACK 2: PILOT INNOVATIVE
APPROACHES. COLLECT DATA.
CELEBRATE WINS. Engage the business

community to develop, test, and deploy
some of the highest-impact solutions
and enabling technologies that could
make them cost-effective. Capture and
communicate performance and financial
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information about each solution to
inform broader learning. A website,
water100project.org, provides a place for
updates to be shared in real time and to
highlight corporate led case stories.
HOW CAN MY B USI N E SS HE L P ?

Adapting to shifting water resources,
Puget Sound recovery, and climate
resilience is an incredibly big challenge.
It requires collaboration between the
private sectors, communities, NGOs, and
the public sector. It also requires new
tools and new thinking.
Communities working towards Puget
Sound recovery are seeking innovative
ways to diversify funding sources,
optimize investments, increase the costeffectiveness of existing approaches, and
accelerate new approaches that have the
potential to be transformational.
Meanwhile, some water managers
are leaning toward more sustainable,
integrated, and equitable approaches to
improve resilience. That’s a great trend.

But many of these approaches are still
not being deployed at a meaningful scale.
Our land use and water systems are
dynamic and interconnected. Much
of the infrastructure supporting these
systems is outdated and in need of costly
retrofit. In leaning on the expertise and
innovation potential of the business
community, we hope to decrease the cost
of future investment through adapting
and normalizing new approaches.
Corporations can offer systemslevel thinking and bring their
implementation-focused talent into
the mix. Innovations in product
lifecycles and supply chains that address
water resources will in turn benefit
from reduced risk, greater stability,
sustainability, and economic growth.

The private sector, driven by competition
and profitability, has long demonstrated
an ability to be innovative and agile. High
risk tolerance enables testing and a failfast, adaptable culture.
We believe it will be business leaders
who can develop new approaches for
optimizing finite natural and financial
resources toward the creation of
more sustainable practices. Our
region is powered by world-class private
companies, NGOs, and climate-aware
government entities. We have the
ingredients to advance a water-agenda
like almost nowhere else in the US.
None of these groups are able to solve a
problem of this scope and scale alone.
The combination of deep science with a
fast-paced outcome driven culture is an
exciting proposition.

As a business leader, consider how
your company’s culture and strengths
might help solve one of the world’s
biggest challenges:
> Can we influence a supply chain
or policy in ways that might be
transformational for water management?
> Can we influence our customers to make
a behavior change?
> Do we produce a by-product that could
be repurposed?
> Do we have facilities or property
where new high-impact approaches
could be piloted?
> Do we have engineering expertise that
could develop Web-connected sensor
technology - IoT devices - to generate
much needed low-cost and real-time data?
> Do we have scientists that could advance
water quality monitoring capabilities?

> Could our engineers develop new
materials that have less harmful impacts?
> Does our company have software, big
data, and machine learning talent to help
design stronger decision support tools?
> Can we disrupt the status quo and
leapfrog existing practices with a
completely new approach?
The future well-being of Puget Sound,
our economy, and our residents will
be defined by today’s actions. We know
that Puget Sound will never be the same
as it was 100 years ago. But together we
can accelerate its recovery and protect its
health for the benefit of everyone.
CAN EN GAGIN G IN T HE WAT ER 100
P ROJ ECT ALSO HELP B U SIN ESS?

Yes. The Water 100 Project enables
businesses to be involved in proactively
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solving the issues that will otherwise
disrupt and risk their business operations.
Many of the solutions in the Water 100
Project are grounded in investments
in nature. Nature provides society
with countless resources, including
the capacity to work smarter. For
example, green infrastructure projects
like bioswales, permeable pavements,
and green roofs absorb and filter
runoff after a storm like traditional
gray infrastructure options, but at
a lower cost—both financially and
environmentally. Having recognized
nature’s potential, both the public and
private sector are embracing naturebased solutions (NBS) to further their
social, environmental and business goals.
According to Strategies for
Operationalizing Nature-Based
Solutions in the Private Sector (The
Nature Conservancy, 2019), the
returns of green infrastructure, natural
infrastructure and ecosystem-based
management make for compelling
financial and environmental incentives.
COST-EFFECTIVENESS. Nature-based

solutions (NBS), can be more cost-effective
to implement than their gray infrastructure
alternatives. For example, constructed
wetlands can treat water at a fraction of
the cost of a wastewater treatment plant,
and the strategic siting of native plants on
company properties can reduce water use
and annual operations and maintenance
costs (such as mowing costs).
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
WITH IMPROVED CONSERVATION
OUTCOMES. Nature-based solutions

generally provide important
environmental benefits relative to
their gray counterparts. In addition
to the potential financial advantages,
constructed wetlands create habitat for
local animal populations or migrating
birds, and native plantings shelter
endangered insects and make the
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landscape more resistant to disease and
drought over the long-term. These cobenefits can also make NBS an attractive
and innovative option for companies
needing to meet regulatory requirements.
In addition, other solutions can bring
both financial and workforce benefits:
BOOST PRODUCTIVITY AND TALENT
RECRUITMENT. The trend is clear, top

talent wants to work for enlightened
companies. Employees are increasingly
voicing their desire for their company
to address their climate, and they
are voting with their feet. Brand
enhancement comes with being a leader
in addressing water issues.
SEIZE NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
AND MARKETS. Disruption creates new

business opportunities, and first movers—seeing the looming water crisis—are
in the rare position of setting the rules for
new markets and technologies. As the
global market for water-related solutions
matures, there is massive untapped potential to create new revenue streams with
transformational products and services
that solve these challenges. We see a
need to find for-profit entrepreneurs with
commercially viable, scalable technologies
to sustainably provide food and water and
address global issues like climate change.
The Water 100 solutions list can provide
fertile ground for businesses looking to
make the world a better place to live.
We are working in coordination with
the UN Global Compact's CEO Water
Mandate and Water Resilience Coalition,
so from a business perspective,
participation with the Water 100 Project
for Puget Sound should feel like a
tangible building block toward global
water sustainability efforts.
LOCAL IN N OVAT I ON ,
GLOBAL I MPAC T

Our work together to secure a resilient,
healthy future for Puget Sound will

have global impacts, as we share
accomplishments, learning, and
effective strategies under the Water 100
Project around the world.
The Puget Sound is fundamentally
connected to the Pacific Coast. It is
possible that we could do ‘everything
right’ and the health of Puget Sound could
still decline unless we better understand
the threats facing this complex
hydrological ecosystem, and the obstacles
to widescale adoption of high-impact
solutions. We need a new toolbox. And we
think this is the place to develop it.
After all, we’re not alone in feeling the
effects of climate change and threatened
water resources. It’s an urgent, global
issue. In fact climate change is the most
pressing issue of our time.
Some sobering facts:
> Stormwater is the fastest growing
source of water pollution in the U.S.
> $7.5 billion is spent in the US
annually on stormwater management;
$15.4 billion globally, expected to grow
9% CAGR by 2023. Conservatively it is
expected that it would cost $100 billion
to fix aging storm-water infrastructure.
> Flooding is the costliest and most
common natural disaster in the U.S.
(and world). From 1980 to 2013, flooding cost Americans more than $260
billion in damage. However, in the past
five years alone (2015-2019), NOAA
reported the cost of damages in the U.S.
exceeded $525 billion.
> Sea level will increase by +28 inches
by 2100, increasing coastal flood risks
to farms, homes and infrastructure.
> Fourteen billion pounds of garbage,
mostly plastic, is dumped into the
ocean every year.
> According to The Business Case for
Water Stewardship (UN Global Compact's
CEO Water Mandate, 2020), if current
trends persist, by 2030 we will have only
60% of the freshwater we need worldwide.

A NE W TO O L B OX

No one single solution will solve pollution problems of this scale. The Water
100 Project's science advisors identified
over 100 high-impact actions to help
Puget Sound become cleaner and more
resilient to climate change effects. Many
are ripe for innovation and refinement.
Apart from Enabling Technologies & Coming Attractions, the solutions are grounded
in proven technologies and engineering
approaches that have well-documented
precedents and measurable outcomes. And
yet, many of these solutions have not been
implemented at a scale that matters.
For example, although our region boasts
some of the most aggressive stormwater

programs in the U.S., we are poised
to solve less than 4% of the overall
water pollution problem. Through
the power of machine learning and
cloud computing, we now know that by
targeting just 7% of our most significant
stormwater pollution hotspots, we could
reduce pollution by 50% throughout
the region. Solutions like Clean, Green
Bridges are allowing us to target highperformance interventions on those
highest priority areas.
Together, we will find ways to solve chronic
challenges, decrease the cost of project
delivery, and incentivize mainstream
adoption. There is massive untapped
potential to design new tools for problems
that natural resource managers face daily.

The Water 100 Project solutions are
organized by sectors to help innovators
identify areas where they can apply
their strengths.

> Buildings, Cities & Urban
Infrastructure
> Land Use
> Materials
> Food
> Transportation
> Energy
> Personal
> Maritime
> Enabling Technologies &
Coming Attractions

“If we always do what we always did, we will always get
what we always got.” —Henry Ford
13

SOLUT I O N S BY S EC TO R

{ Solutions }
> Advanced Wastewater Treatment
(at Centralized Plants)

Buildings,
Cities &
Urban
Infrastructure

> Affordable Workforce Housing

MANY OF THE CHALLENGES FACING

> Green Roofs, Facades & Walls

> Blue-Green Streets & Roadside Bioswales
> Clean Preservatives for Utility
Poles & Pilings
> Decentralized Water Systems
> Depave

PUGET SOUND’S WATER originate

> Green, Clean Bridges & Elevated Highways

from urban built environments and
infrastructure. Cities, roads, and other
infrastructure include large areas
of hardscape with poor infiltration,
are a huge source of polluted runoff,
and act as heat islands that affect
natural temperature and water cycles.
Linear thinking, lack of creativity and
social inequity has resulted in urban
environments that degrade our region’s
water through groundwater depletion,
untreated runoff, releases of recent and
legacy pollutants and overburdened
sewage treatment systems.

> Grey Infrastructure for Combined
Sewage Overflow Control
> Low-Flow Bathroom Fixtures
> Native Plants & Ecological Lawns
> Neighborhood Scale Stormwater Facilities
> Pipeline & Outfall Cleaning
> Pipelining for Leak Elimination
> Rainwater Harvesting

The good news is we’re starting
to reimagine how our buildings,
cities and urban infrastructure can
function. This regenerative approach
to design and planning seeks to
mimic the environmental services of
predevelopment landscapes, including the
benefits of the natural hydrologic cycle.
Ultimately, the goal is to have our cities
provide the same ecosystem services for
water retention and filtration as the old
growth Western Red Cedar forests that
once occupied Puget Sound’s watersheds.

> Recycled Water
> Site Sustainability Certification
> Street Sweeping
> Urban Greening & Tree Canopy
> Urban RV Pump-Out Facilities
> Urban Soil Building
> Wastewater Treatment Wetlands
> Waterless Bathroom Fixtures

Bioswale and rain garden landscaping captures and cleans polluted stormwater.
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Solutions by Sector

{ Solutions }

Land Use

> Beaver Dams
> Dam Removal

THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION IS

> Eelgrass Restoration & Protection

GROWING RAPIDLY, and our economy

is booming. That growth, however, is
also diminishing available agricultural
land, straining natural resources,
threatening salmon habitat and enabling
risky development for the sake of
expediency. Natural habitat, including
high-risk and critical areas, is being lost
to development without weighing the
true costs to the ecosystem, society and
climate change resilience.

> Floodable Parks & Outdoor Flex Space
> Forest Protection
> Forest Road Decommissioning
> Groundwater Recharge
> Industrial Area Source Control
> Mine Tailing Dewatering & Reuse

We need innovative, watershed-scale
land-use patterns and programs
that protect vital natural habitats
and restore degraded lands. These
include financial strategies that take
into account the monetary benefits of
ecosystem services and the reduced
risk that comes from protecting
areas prone to natural disasters. By
harnessing the restorative ability of
natural systems, our land use patterns
can help promote clean and resilient
water outcomes for Puget Sound.

> Riparian Tree Planting & Stewardship
> Septic System Repair & Maintenance
> Setback Levees
> Smart Stormwater Pond &
Cistern Management
> Soft Shorelines
> Stream Restoration with Engineered
Hyporheic Zone
> Sustainable Density & Urban
Boundary Management
> Voluntary Buyouts
> Vulnerability Analysis for Public Works
> Wildfire-Resilient Forest Management

Soft shorelines help restore vital natural processes between land and aquatic ecosystems.
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Solutions by Sector

{ Solutions }

Materials

> Air Pollution Reducing Building Materials
> Better Packaging

THE PUGET SOUND REGION IS AN

> Decomposable (Ocean) Plastics

INTEGRAL PART OF THE GLOBAL
ECONOMY, depending heavily on
materials for development, exchange and
packaging. Our regional economy also
reflects typically consumptive lifestyles
without consideration of the true
societal and ecological costs of material
extraction, processing, use and disposal.
Advances in chemistry have created
safer, more durable materials, but at
great cost to human and non-human
health and marine ecosystems from
toxins, bioaccumulation, and cancercausing substances.

> Design for Life Cycle
> Non-Leaching Roofing & Cladding
> Permeable Paving
> Red List Free Materials

Materials and products are being
reinvented to become nutrients or
infinitely reusable, making them part
of a closed-loop system that eliminates
waste. New materials are removing
harmful chemicals to provide safe use
at every phase of a product lifespan.
Smart material choices can support
regenerative outcomes for regional
habitats and watersheds.

Reusable, recyclable, compostable and biodegradable materials reduce ocean plastics.
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Solutions by Sector

{ Solutions }

Food

> Biotechnology Crops
> Drip Irrigation

OUR FOOD SYSTEMS IN THE PUGET

> Eating Locally

SOUND ARE HEAVILY DEPENDENT ON
CONVENTIONAL AGRICULTURAL AND
SEAFOOD OPERATIONS. If not properly
managed, these have the potential to
introduce significant pollution into our
watersheds and reduce the resilience of
the region’s marine ecosystems.

> Fisheries Protections

Nutrient and chemical management
becomes more challenging as farmers
experience climate impacts. Runoff
from food operations can return to
waterways laced with excess nitrogen
from fertilizers, pathogens and a myriad
of toxins from pesticides and herbicides.
Poorly managed seafood operations
can threaten critical native species
through overharvesting, introduction of
non-native species, and diseases from
overcrowded farming operations.

> Integrated Pest Management

> Frozen Seafood
> Hydroponic Farming

> Manure Control & Nutrient Management
> Plant-Based Diets
> Regenerative Agriculture
> Regenerative Fish Farming
> Regenerative Ranching / Carbon Farming
> Sustainable Shellfish Farming

In contrast, better food production
practices mimic and enrich natural
ecosystems. Sustainable seafood
operations, for example, ensure
that seafood species are efficiently
harvested within the capacity of the
ecosystem and that native species
populations can thrive. Regenerative
agriculture practices eliminate
inputs from chemicals and fossilfuel derived fertilizers. Nature-based
pest management replaces chemical
fertilizers and pesticides.

> Urban Agriculture
> Vertical Farming

Sustainable shellfish farming uses environmentally-sensitive culture and harvest methods.
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Solutions by Sector

{ Solutions }

Transportation

> Advanced Brake Pads
> Bicycle Commuting

RESIDENTS OF THE PUGET SOUND

> Carpooling

REGION RELY HEAVILY ON SINGLEOCCUPANT AUTOMOBILE USE,

> Electric Vehicles

an inefficient form of transportation
that contributes significant amounts of
pollution to regional watersheds. A new
study points at chemicals from tiny bits
of car tires as a prime suspect in Coho
salmon pre-spawn mortality. Stormwater
runoff from streets, highways and bridges
carries pollutants such as engine oil,
brake dust and tire fragments, while
air pollution from gasoline and diesel
vehicles enters waterways in the form
of acid rain and soot.

> Fish Safe Culverts
> Mass Transit
> Parking Efficiency
> Telecommuting
> Walkable Communities

Technological advances and smart
planning are revolutionizing
transportation in ways that will
dramatically reduce environmental
impacts from this sector. Through
smart planning initiatives, our cities
are better supporting human-powered
transport. Mass transit systems are
becoming more efficient, user friendly,
and available. Meanwhile, technology
is reducing the impact of commuting
through new sharing modes of
transportation, last-mile options and
telecommuting. Electric vehicles and
advances in materials for tires and brakes
are reducing environmental impacts of
single car use.

Electric vehicles reduce the environmental impacts of combustion engine vehicles.
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Solutions by Sector

{ Solutions }

Energy

> Electrification of Space & Water Heating
> Renewable Energy

ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION IS

> Sustainable Aviation & Marine
Fuel Alternatives

RESPONSIBLE FOR ALMOST 40% OF
THE FRESHWATER USE IN THE U.S.

The majority of this water is used
for cooling power plants. Fossil fuel
extraction has massive environmental
impacts on groundwater quality.
The Pacific Northwest is also heavily
dependent on large-scale hydroelectric
power generation, which fluctuates
based on annual rainfall and reduces the
resilience of watershed ecosystems.

> Waste Heat Recovery

Responding to the impacts of climate
change, the energy sector is moving
towards a resilient and sustainable
model that is combustion-free,
decentralized and reliant on clean
renewable energy sources, such as
solar and wind. Large scale centralized
power generation is being replaced
with on-site energy generation, microgrids and energy storage. Renewable
transportation fuels are increasingly
being sourced from renewable
feedstocks including renewable oils,
algae, and biomass byproducts.

Wastewater eating algae is converted into biofuel.
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Solutions by Sector

{ Solutions }

Personal

> Filter Laundry Wastewater—
Microplastics
> Fix Fluid Leaks, Car Wash Best Practices

OUR PERSONAL CHOICES AS
CONSUMERS AND MEMBERS OF

> Household Hazardous Waste
Community Collection Sites

OUR COMMUNITY CAN HAVE
A PROFOUND IMPACT ON OUR
REGION’S WATERSHED ECOSYSTEMS.

> Life-Cycle Pharmaceutical Management

In the Pacific Northwest, as in much of
the world, the average person lives an
overly consumptive lifestyle. Choices
such as the material used to make
everyday products affect our water
quality. For example, wet wipes that
claim to be “flushable” are often found
to be responsible for clogged sewers and
wastewater treatment plant filters, and
have led to spills of raw sewage into the
Puget Sound.

> Pet Waste Pickup
> Reusable Water Bottles & Coffee Cups
> Truly Flushable Wipes

Education is also key: individuals
who understand how stormwater and
sewage are treated and the effects on
our region’s watersheds are likely to
make lower impact personal choices.

Prevent sewage problems with better labeling and truly flushable wipes.
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Solutions by Sector

{ Solutions }

Maritime

> Coastal Guardian Programs
> Electric Vehicle (EV) Fueling Stations

THE MARITIME INDUSTRY IS PART

> Fix Vessel Leaks, Boat Wash Best Practices

OF THE VITALITY OF THE REGION’S
ECONOMY. But it has direct and

immediate impacts on water quality
and the health of our marine and
coastal systems. Vessel operations and
abandoned vessels release oil, sewage
and chemical pollution. They can also
introduce non-native species that
harm aquatic ecosystems. Abandoned
fishing gear creates the potential for
entanglement. Unsustainable marine
practices have led to a decline in Puget
Sound’s aquatic ecosystems.

> Kelp Aquaculture

A fundamental shift in marine
stewardship will support clean and
resilient outcomes for the Puget Sound.
New approaches, such as marine
ecosystems protections, nature-based
solutions, and advanced technology, will
drive innovation and ensure more positive
outcomes for aquatic ecosystems.

> Smart Sonar

> Non-Consumption Shellfish Production
> Remove Creosote-Treated Wood
> Remove Derelict Fishing Gear
> Remove Derelict Vessels
> Ship Ballast Water Treatment

> Sustainable Boat Paints
> Zero Discharge Marine Zones &
Pump Out Facilities
> Zero Vessel Idling

Removing derelict fishing gear saves millions of animals from death by entanglement.
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Solutions by Sector

{ Solutions }

Enabling
Technologies
& Coming
Attractions

> Advanced Tires
> Autonomous Vehicles
> Coordinated Investment of Public Works
> Decision Support Tools Using Artificial
Intelligence & Machine Learning (AI/ML)
> Drone Data Collection

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES WILL
GREATLY SUPPORT OUR SHARED

> Energy & Water Recovery Toilet

GOALS OF A CLEAN AND RESILIENT
PUGET SOUND. Data will be at the heart

> Green Infrastructure Workforce
Development

of many of these innovations, such as
advanced sensors and data processing
tools for wide-spread water quality
monitoring on a watershed scale. Emerging
technologies can help new sectors turn
heavily regulated waste streams into safe,
revenue-generating resources.

> Innovative uses of Environmental DNA
(eDNA)
> Intentional Snowpack Management
> Nanotech for Pollution Remediation

Advances in nanotechnology and
biodegradable materials will reduce the
pollution footprint of the transportation,
building and marine sectors. Real-time
sensors and new uses of environmental
DNA can allow stronger decision support
tools and feedback loops tracking
environmental response to investment.

> Natural Economics & Accounting
> Rapid Leak Identification in Pipelines
> Smart Sensors
> Smart Watershed Real-time
Control Systems

These enabling technologies and
innovations will ensure the success of the
solutions in all the previous categories.

Artificial intelligence will improve water quality monitoring and decision making.
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G ET T I N G STA RT E D

{ Ways to Engage }
THE WATER 100 PROJECT AIMS TO
CREATE A FORUM TO SHARE BEST AND
EMERGING PRACTICES, to collaborate

Engaging for a healthier
Puget Sound.

N ET P OS ITIVE WATE R
Manage your own water footprint
toward a net positive water impact

TO RESTORE THE WATER ECOSYSTEM IN PUGET SOUND we need to engage

private land and private capital, in addition to public resources. The best actions
of NGOs and government agencies are insufficient for the challenge at hand.
Business leaders can contribute unique experiences, strategies, and leadership
to make the difference. Intentional actions led by the private sector, with
participation from NGOs, government agencies like Puget Sound Partnership,
and our Washington universities, may be our best and only hope to ensure that
Puget Sound continues to be healthy and habitable for both the human and
wildlife species.

IN VEST & A DVOCATE
Support organizations doing great
work, advocate for a water-resilient
supply chain for your company

across the Puget Sound region in
proactively addressing challenges related
to flooding, water supply, water quality,
and to promote water security.

In Washington we pride ourselves as being
front runners. In addition to showcasing
innovation, the Water 100 Project was
developed with the intent of helping our
hometown companies showcase tangible
actions at a global level toward the Water
Resilience Pledge from the UN Global
Compact’s CEO Water Mandate. Whether
it is monitoring and improving water
use within an organization or applying
resources to innovate new clean water
solutions, these actions will contribute to a
more water resilient future.
NET POSITIVE WATER —Manage

WAT E R I S O N E OF HUM ANITY’S
MOST VI TAL N AT U RAL RESOURC ES .

Beyond daily human consumption,
virtually all businesses use water in
their work processes. In Western
Washington, many people will
experience climate change impacts
first through the water cycle in the
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form of flooding, water shortage, and
water pollution. Increasingly, water
risks pose some of the most critical
sustainable development challenges
of our time. Solving them is crucial to
business management and the business
community can lead the way toward a
more water resilient future for all.

WATER INNOVATOR
Demonstrate global leadership by
using the power of your company’s
expertise to develop game-changing,
performance-driven solutions

your own water footprint toward a net
positive water impact for you and your
downstream neighbors.

> Conduct and share a water balance
exercise to understand your water impact
related to water use, water resource
management, water quality, flood risk,
water supply and water security.

> Set performance-based targets for your
operations related to water efficiency,
wastewater treatment, treating runoff from
impervious surfaces and increasing flood
storage capacity through the use of naturebased solutions.
> Raise awareness of water sustainability
within your corporate culture and
externally to consumers. Embrace water
sustainability considerations in business
decision making and report on progress
toward meeting goals.
INVEST & ADVOCATE —Support

organizations doing great work, build a
water resilient supply chain. Advocate for
community-driven, high-impact watershed
management approaches that benefit the
ecosystem and people most impacted by
water risk and health disparities.

> Invest in non-profit organizations that
are working on high impact actions that
benefit water quality, water resource
management, sustainable supply chains,
and that make our communities more
resilient.
> Invest in existing approaches to achieve
watershed stewardship goals. Share
learning so others may benefit. Encourage
supply chains to adopt similar strategies.

> Advocate for nature-based solutions and
water resilience actions in watersheds
across Puget Sound.
WATER INNOVATOR —Demonstrate

global leadership by using the power
of your expertise to develop new
performance-driven solutions. Embrace
the problem-solving nature of your
industry and seek to channel company
expertise toward water sustainability
efforts—be they technology, engineering,
innovation, customer engagement, vendor
engagement, or influence.

> Apply company resources to innovate
new game-changing technologies and
approaches that increase the body of
solutions and tools for sustainable water
management.
> Advance water monitoring intelligence,
use of big data, and performance-driven
watershed management strategies in
collaboration with governments, tribes,
businesses, non-profits and other
stakeholders.
> Deploy public affairs expertise toward
normalizing new approaches in policy at
all levels of government in collaboration
with governments, tribes, businesses, nonprofits and other stakeholders.
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Permeable
pavement made
from porous
concrete allows
rain water to
soak into the soil
rather than run
off the surface.

INNOVATOR CASE STORIES

THE INNOVATOR CASE STORIES
FROM PUGET SOUND INDUSTRY
LEADERS demonstrate high-impact

solutions that can serve as guideposts
toward a water resilient future.
More Innovator Case Stories will be
published at water100project.org.

Carbon Fiber Paves a
Way to Clean Water
SECTOR: Materials
SOLUTION: Permeable Paving
ORGANIZATIONS: The Boeing Company and Washington State University

{ Fast Facts }

L IM I TAT I ON S OF P E RME AB L E PAV E ME N T

Impermeable surfaces in the Puget Sound region are almost entirely
human-made: roads, parking lots, sidewalks and rooftops. When rain falls on
impermeable pavement, all the pollutants pool together—oils from cars, pet
waste, pesticides, lawn fertilizer and a myriad of other toxins. They then drain
into nearby streams, rivers and estuaries creating stormwater that kills wildlife
and endangers waterways.

I M P ERM EA B I LI T Y,
BY T HE NU M B ERS

In contrast, permeable pavement made from porous concrete allows rain water
to soak into the soil rather than run off the surface. In most cases the soil can
act as a natural filter, breaking down and removing pathogens and pollutants.
Permeable materials for roads, paths, sidewalks and parking lots have advanced
greatly in recent years and have been used as a key component in the LEED
rating system. But because they are highly porous, they are not as durable as
traditional concrete and considered too soft for use on high-traffic major roads.
Developing a high-strength permeable pavement could greatly expand its use
and potential for mitigating stormwater pollution.
UPGRAD I N G WI T H RECYC L E D CARB ON F I B E R

The same light-weight carbon fiber that is boosting the efficiency of Boeing
aircraft may also help clean the groundwater back on earth. Boeing,
Washington State University (WSU) and the Washington Stormwater Center
collaborated to research the use of recycled carbon fiber composites to
strengthen permeable pavement, a porous paving material that can reduce
stormwater runoff and pollution.
The project took a two-pronged approach to improving permeable pavement.
First, the research team recycled carbon fiber composites to strengthen
and reinforce porous pavement material. Then the team examined the
strengthened material for toxicity to validate that the composite material does
not add pollutants into the soil or impact water quality.
The WSU researchers have shown they can greatly strengthen permeable
pavements by adding carbon fiber composite material, and it actually helps filter
stormwater toxins.
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The Nature Conservancy 2019
land-cover map reveals

M U LTI P L E E NV I RO NM E NTA L B E NE F I TS

While they have shown the material works at the laboratory scale, the researchers are
now conducting real-world tests on pavement applications.
In 2019, with support from Boeing and the Washington State Department of Ecology,
the City of Tacoma launched a permeable pavement pilot project. The project is
field testing five permeable pavement compositions including pavement made with
excess carbon fiber composite supplied by Boeing. WSU researchers will study the
compositions for durability and effectiveness at filtering out groundwater pollutants.

359,500
ACRES

of impermeable surface in
the Puget Sound region, or about
560 square miles. That’s over
272,300 football fields of
asphalt, concrete and metal
where rainwater cannot seep
into the ground.

The pilot project will help determine the future of a carbon fiber composition and its
potential for multiple environmental benefits:
• Reduction in stormwater runoff—Strength provided by carbon fiber has the

potential to greatly reduce stormwater by expanding the use of permeable pavement
to high-traffic roadways.

• Reduction of stormwater toxins—Laboratory tests show the addition of carbon

fiber reduces the toxicity of stormwater, supporting the natural filtering by soil.

• Recycle excess carbon fiber—Carbon-fiber-infused pavement represents another

innovation that can help grow the recycling industry for excess carbon fiber
composite.

A single acre of impermeable
surface in the Puget Sound
region results in

1 million
G ALLONS

of stormwater runoff annually.
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Innovator Case Stories

High Tech Alternative for
Dairy Waste Treatment
CATEGORY: Food
SOLUTION: Manure Control & Nutrient Management
ORGANIZATIONS: Janicki Industries

A collaboration was launched with the Stillaguamish Tribe of
Indians, the Snohomish Conservation District, Washington
State University, and Snohomish dairy farmer Jeremy Visser to
test Janicki’s “Varcor” system.

I N SE ARCH OF BETT E R WAY TO HANDL E M ANURE

Varcor uses a process known as “mechanical vapor
recompression” in a new way, to convert manure from Visser’s
3,000-cow dairy into useful byproducts—organic liquid
fertilizer, nutrient rich sterile solid material, and water clean
enough for cattle to drink. The Varcor system will be operational
for testing in Q1 2021 on Visser’s farm.

One dairy cow produces up to 100 pounds of manure each day,
so with Washington’s 400 dairies and 280,000 cows, that adds
up to a lot of waste. Even with costly investments in manure
management, dairies are criticized as leading contributors to
surface and groundwater contamination. Contaminated water is
harmful to Puget Sound natural resources including migrating
salmon and downstream shellfish beds.
The most common method for managing manure is a storage
lagoon. Manure, which is rich with nitrogen and phosphorus—
giving it the name “nutrients”—is mixed with water and stored
in lagoons. Later it can be used as fertilizer for growing cattle
feed and other crops. Problems arise when too much manure is
applied to fields and the compounds migrate below the surface.
If they go deep enough, they can impact the groundwater and
nearby streams. Additionally, if improperly managed, manure
stored in these lagoons can contaminate both surface and
groundwater with nutrients and pathogens.
I N SP I RAT I O N FRO M A C L E AN WATER PROJEC T IN AF RI CA

In 2017, faced with increased environmental concerns
and regulations, Washington dairy farmers were given
the opportunity to test new technologies that protect the
environment and create new markets for manure by-products.
Public and private funds were allocated to try out several
promising technologies, including one developed by engineer
Peter Janicki, CEO and founder of Janicki Industries.
Janicki grabbed lawmakers’ attention with his work for the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation converting sewage into
drinkable water in Senegal, West Africa. He proposed using
this experience and knowledge to create new technology for
distilling cow manure.
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PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT AND SAVING OUR FARMS

Varcor has the potential to transform manure management
on dairy farms. Using this technology, farmers will comply
with environmental regulations while accruing significant
cost savings and additional revenue streams. Multiple
benefits include:
• Cleaner environment—Varcor’s goal of “zero discharge”

dairies will keep waste out of groundwater and waterways.
Additionally, the technology helps with greenhouse gas
reduction by reducing the need for methane producing
storage lagoons and the use of fossil fuel-based fertilizers.

{ FAQ }
M A NU RE I S A N
O RG A NI C M AT ERI A L.
WHY I S I T HA RM FU L?

• Cost savings for farmers—Energy savings will result from

reductions in electrical and fuel use in traditional manure
management activities such as wastewater storage, agitation,
pumping, and truck hauling. Reclaimed water can be used for
cattle and crops. High quality liquid nitrogen fertilizer can be
used on the farm or sold to generate revenue.

• Supporting Washington farms—According to the USDA,

there were 1,021 dairy farms in Washington in 1997 and
just 387 in 2018. New technologies like Varcor will help
farmers improve their efficiency and address regulatory
requirements—critical support for keeping Washington dairy
farms in business.

Livestock manure is a great
organic fertilizer, but when it’s
not controlled, it can be a source
of water pollution. When it travels
downstream, bacteria from
manure can make shellfish unfit
to eat and water unsafe to drink
or to swim in. Nutrients from
manure promote excessive algae
and aquatic plant growth in rivers
and streams. As the plants decay,
they deplete oxygen that fish and
other aquatic life need.
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Private-Public Partnership
Cleans Over Two Million Gallons
of Stormwater Annually
SECTOR: Cities, Buildings & Urban Infrastructure
SOLUTION: Green, Clean Bridges & Elevated Highways
ORGANIZATIONS: Multiple

SE AT T LE H OTSP OT FOR CONTAM INATED STORMWAT E R

It’s another rainy day in Seattle. In the city’s Fremont neighborhood, stormwater flows off the Aurora Bridge, which spans
the Ship Canal, connecting Lake Union to Puget Sound. The
stormwater, which fell as rain, is now laden with toxic chemicals and metals from rubber tires, brakes, motor oils, antifreeze
and other sources. It’s so polluted that national stormwater
expert, Dr. Richard Horner, found the Aurora Bridge creates the
most-contaminated runoff he’s ever tested.
Every year, million gallons of this stormwater rolls off the
Aurora Bridge into the waterway below—where it contaminates
a key route for migrating salmon and eventually flows into Puget
Sound. In urban waters like Lake Union, stormwater may kill
up to 80 percent of migrating Coho salmon before they have
a chance to spawn. The beloved Southern Resident Orcas are
endangered too, in part due to high levels of stormwater toxins
affecting their immune systems and reproductive rates.
After 80 years of toxic stormwater running off the Aurora
Bridge, the time had come for bold leadership and new
partnerships to address this deadly problem.
A P R I VAT E AN D P U BL IC PARTNERS HIP SOLUTION

Developer Mark Grey of Stephen C. Grey & Associates and
founder of the non-profit Clean Lake Union, and his partners
Mike Hess and Joanna Callahan, were just beginning work
on a new office building in Fremont when Grey saw a short
video called “Solving Stormwater.” The video explained the
devastating effect untreated stormwater has on salmon, and the
potential solution – green stormwater infrastructure. With the
proposed building located directly beneath the Aurora Bridge,
he realized they were in a unique position to make a difference.
As part of their proposed building design, the partners, in
conjunction with Clean Lake Union, began engineering bioswale
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retention systems and rain garden landscaping to capture and
clean the polluted stormwater from the north end of the bridge.
During this process they teamed up with Salmon Safe and The
Nature Conservancy, convening multiple organizations to help
make the project a reality. The project’s three phases will clean
over two million gallons of stormwater annually.
Honored with the King County Green Globe award, the Aurora
Bridge bioswale project is the result of private and public
partners coming together to solve this daunting challenge with
a pioneering approach, despite the complex collaboration and
steep regulatory requirements.
UN P REC E D E N T E D COL L AB ORAT I ON AN D I MPAC T

The Aurora Bridge project will treat over two million gallons
of heavily polluted runoff annually to high standards of water
quality that is safe for salmon habitat. The project impact goes
beyond clean water with additional lasting benefits:
• Unprecedented private-public partnership—Provides

a powerful example of collaboration between private
businesses and government, and the commitment
required, to implement groundbreaking models for green
infrastructure.
• Trail blazing the regulatory process—Landing at the
intersection of transportation, surface-water runoff,
green infrastructure, and building design, the project
blazes the permitting and regulatory trail, easing efforts
for future projects.
• Good for people and business—Bioswale landscaping brings
inviting green space to the Fremont neighborhood, creating an
attractive setting for nearby employees and residents.
• Inspiring future green infrastructure—Building on
the success of the project, a study has investigated similar
strategies for the south span of the Aurora Bridge and five
other bridges that cross Lake Union.

{ FAQ }
WHAT ’S A B I OSWA LE?

Bioswales offer a natural filtration
solution that greatly reduces
pollutants entering waterways.
These natural landscape elements
are engineered to concentrate
debris and remove pollutants from
stormwater runoff before it drains
into local waterways.

{ Funders & Supporters }
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Adobe Inc.
The Boeing Company
City of Seattle
Clean Lake Union
Clean Washington Waters
Fremont Dock Company
Groundspeak
HAL Real Estate
Hess Callahan Partners
KPFF
Rushing
Salmon Safe
Spear Street Capital
Stephen C. Grey & Associates
Tableau Software
The Nature Conservancy
Turner Construction Company
Washington State
Department of Commerce
> Weber Thompson
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{ FAQ }

The World’s First
Salmon-Safe
Accredited Developer

WHAT M A K ES A DEVELO P ER
SA LM O N-SA FE?
T HEY FO LLOW T HESE

7 principles

AT T HEI R B U I LDI NG SI T ES.

Start with site ecology.
Building sites must be
designed to help protect wetlands,
streams, and wildlife.

SECTOR: Cities, Buildings & Urban Infrastructure
SOLUTION: Site Sustainability Certification
ORGANIZATIONS: Vulcan Real Estate and Salmon-Safe

Integrate habitats.
Building sites must be designed
to support neighboring habitats.

B O O M I N G SEAT T LE DE V E LOPM ENT THRE ATENS SAL MON

Rain sustains our region’s natural beauty and shapes our
culture. It also presents a challenge in the form of stormwater.
Stormwater is created when heavy rainfall rushes off hard
surfaces that make up our urban environment.
Every year, millions of gallons of stormwater laden with toxic
chemicals flow from streets, buildings, parking lots, and more.
Much of the water drains untreated, directly into our lakes,
streams and creeks. The contaminated water is lethal to migrating
Coho salmon, other native species, and even human health.
As Seattle continues its epic building boom, the stormwater
challenge grows as the number of buildings, cars and people
increases. The Downtown Seattle Association reports that 34
development projects were completed in 2019 and 20 more
projects are underway in 2020.
Vulcan Real Estate is working to shift the development trend
toward salmon-friendly building sites and helping move the
development industry toward safer environmental practices.
R E DU C I N G H A R M T HROUGH S USTAINABL E DE V E LOPME N T

Sustainable development reduces the harm of unmanaged
stormwater. While under construction, green building sites
control sediment and other harmful runoff. Rain gardens are
installed to help water soak into the ground where pollutants
are naturally filtered. Green roofs absorb water and rainwater
collection systems harvest rain for irrigation and other uses.
Already the largest private developer of new construction
LEED-certified projects in Seattle, Vulcan Real Estate advanced
their commitment to sustainable development by partnering
with Salmon-Safe on their pilot program for developers. In 2017,
they became the first Salmon-Safe accredited developer in the
world, signaling excellence in water quality protection across
their entire operation.
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Founded over a decade ago, Salmon-Safe got its start in the
Western US, certifying farms and food-makers whose practices
protect water quality and restore salmon habitat. Since
that time, they have expanded their project certifications to
commercial real estate.
C RE AT I N G A G RE E N E R I N D UST RY

Vulcan Real Estate is making the region safer for salmon and
people by employing innovative building design and advocating
for best practices that improve and protect the environment.
Their industry-leading actions are contributing to Puget Sound
water resilience in multiple ways:
• Performance-based development—13 projects are

Salmon-Safe certified as of 2020 and more projects are
underway. Annual verification ensures performance levels
are maintained across 5 core standards including stormwater
and water use management.
• Influencing the supply chain—All general contractors
working on their projects are required to be Salmon-Safe
accredited. Today, Salmon-Safe has accredited 9 of the
leading contractors in Washington—who further commit
to ensuring that Salmon-Safe practices are followed by all
subcontractors and employees.
• Environmental leadership—Vulcan Real Estate responded
to gaps in water quality protection by partnering with
Salmon-Safe to pilot an accreditation program for developers.
The program provides a new pathway for Pacific Northwest
development companies pursuing environmental excellence.

Manage stormwater
at the source.
Potential runoff must
be dispersed and filtered on site
through bio-filtration and lowimpact development.
Protect habitat and
water quality.
During construction, native
soils and vegetation must be
protected from site pollutants.
Prioritize water conservation.
Sources of water for construction
and landscaping should have
the least possible impact on
natural water flows.
Care for the land over time.
Landscaping must be
maintained with fertilizers and
insecticides that don’t contain
deadly chemicals.
Create a learning landscape.
Completed projects
should include demonstrations
and interpretative signs to
build awareness for
Salmon-Safe practices.
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A D DI T I O N A L R E ADI NG

Adapting to Change:
Climate Impacts and
Innovations in Puget Sound

University of Washington Climate
Impacts Group and The Nature
Conservancy, 2016
https://cig.uw.edu/wp-content/
uploads/sites/2/2014/11/Adapting-toChange-booklet_final.pdf

Control of Toxic Chemicals in
Puget Sound: Characterization of
Toxic Chemicals in Puget Sound
and Major Tributaries
Washington State Department of
Ecology, 2011
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/
publications/documents/1103008.pdf

Sixty-Four New Chemicals
Discovered in Washington’s
Puget Sound

Forbes, January 2020
https://www.forbes.com/sites/
allenelizabeth/2020/01/27/
sixty-four-new-chemicalsdiscovered-in-washingtons-pugetsound/#216655cc5d93

Strategies for Operationalizing
Nature-Based Solutions in the
Private Sector
The Nature Conservancy, 2019
https://www.nature.org/content/
dam/tnc/nature/en/documents/
NBSWhitePaper.pdf

Stormwater Quality in Puget
Sound Impacts & Solutions in
Reviewed Literature

Washington State University and The
Nature Conservancy, 2018
http://www.cityhabitats.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/07/TNCWA_
Stormwater-Report_2019_R4_Final.pdf

The Business Case for Water
Stewardship

Water Stewardship University, United
Nations, The Global Compact, 2020
https://ceowatermandate.org/
university/101-the-basics/lessons/thebusiness-case-for-water-stewardship/

The Case for Private Sector
Engagement in Water Policy &
Management

Shared Water Challenges & Interests;
United Nations, The Global Compact, 2014
https://ceowatermandate.org/
files/private-sector-water-policyengagement.pdf

The Innovation Deficit in
Urban Water: The Need for
an Integrated Perspective on
Institutions, Organizations, and
Technology
US National Library of Medicine,
August, 2013
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
articles/PMC3746241/

State of the Sound

Puget Sound Partnership, 2019
https://stateofthesound.wa.gov/
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